
Work Smarter.
Earn More.

Provide Better Care.

h�ps://chimeclinic.com

Medical Clinics are Chaotic…

1. Check-in Kiosk 2. Central Dashboard

4. Wall Mounted Tablets3. Patient Queue Display

Everyday, clinics must carefully choreograph hundreds of 
activities: clean and prep exam rooms, admit and manage 
patients, inform doctors where to go and what to do, etc. 
Most clinics use ine�cient, costly or manual “solutions” to 
deal with this chaos resulting in subpar patient care, extra 
sta�ng costs and lost revenue opportunities.

THE PROBLEM

This is why we built CHIME
CHIME dramatically reduces overhead, boosts e�ciency and 
improves patient care by streamlining the day-to-day interactions
between staff, patients, and exam rooms. By combining 
intelligent software with professional grade hardware CHIME 
transforms clinic operations, delivering the right person, to the 
right place, at the right time.

OUR SOLUTION



Call us at 1 (833) 891-1203
or email info@chimeclinic.com
h�ps://chimeclinic.com

Schedule a
demo to
learn more.

Reduce operational
needs by
2 Support Staff
~ $80,000

Increase clinic
capacity by
2 – 3 Clinicians
~ $150,000

$230,000
Annual Value for a Clinic*

*For a mid-sized clinic with 10 exam rooms

CHIME by the Numbers

Magenta Health Partnership
CHIME was created by a talented team working closely with 
Magenta Health, a technology focused primary care clinic in 
Toronto. We continuously sought the input of their physicians, 
staff, and patients, who each provided critical insights. This 
process was crucial in creating an intelligent system that sits 
at the core of a clinic, transforming its operations.

Transformative & Clinic Scale
Substantial overhead, ine�cient use of resources and a lack of 
accurate metrics into operations are familiar challenges faced 
by many primary care clinics. However, most existing solutions
either have limited scope, delivering only incremental improve-
ments in a piecemeal fashion, or they focus on hospitals, 
costing millions to procure and implement.

CHIME is both transformative and clinic scale. Our system 
fundamentally changes how a clinic operates, end-to-end,
while remaining affordable.

UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Delivering the right person,
to the right place, at the right time


